
Psyc 440-01  Spring 2017  Final Paper 

 

Name ______________________               Outline ________/25  Final Paper _____/125 

 

Outline  25 points 

_____/25  Clearly plans out the final paper.  Includes an introduction, detailed assessment of character/person  

from 4 theoretical perspectives, and a conclusion 

Title Page 5 points 

_____/5  APA format 

 

Introduction      15 Points 

_____/5 Birth date, location, early years 

_____/5 Key facts, accomplishments, failures, trials and tribulations 

_____/5 Specific relationship details, end of life information,  etc… 

Comments:  

 

 

1st Theory Analysis    20 Points 

_____/5 description of theory and how person/character’s personality generally fits into overall theory 

_____/15 more thorough personality analysis using components (notice this is plural!) of theory 

Comments:  

 

 

2nd Theory Analysis    20 Points 

_____/5 description of theory and how person/character’s personality generally fits into overall theory 

_____/15 more thorough personality analysis using components (notice this is plural!) of theory 

Comments:  

 

 

3rd Theory Analysis    20 Points 

_____/5 description of theory and how person/character’s personality generally fits into overall theory 

_____/15 more thorough personality analysis using components (notice this is plural!) of theory 

Comments:  

 

 

4th Theory Analysis    20 Points 

_____/5 description of theory and how person/character’s personality generally fits into overall theory 

_____/15 more thorough personality analysis using components (notice this is plural!) of theory 

Comments:  

 

 

Conclusion    15 Points 

_____/5 summarizes key points 

_____/5 aids in integrating the 4 theories used in the paper 

_____/5 brings everything full circle; keeps with the tone of the rest of the paper 

 

Reference Page   10 Points 

_____ /5 reference APA format 

_____ /5 reference APA format 

 

 

Additional Comments: 



Psyc 440-01  Spring 2017  PowerPoint Presentation 

 

Name ______________________               Outline _____/25 Final Presentation _____/125 

 

Outline  25 points 

_____/25  Clearly plans out the final paper.  Includes an introduction, detailed assessment of character/person  

from 4 theoretical perspectives, and a conclusion 

Title Slide 5 points 

_____/5  APA format 

 

Introduction      15 Points 

_____/5 Birth date, location, early years 

_____/5 Key facts, accomplishments, failures, trials and tribulations 

_____/5 Specific relationship details, end of life information,  etc… 

Comments:  

 

 

1st Theory Analysis    20 Points 

_____/5 description of theory and how person/character’s personality generally fits into overall theory 

_____/15 more thorough personality analysis using components (notice this is plural!) of theory 

Comments:  

 

 

2nd Theory Analysis    20 Points 

_____/5 description of theory and how person/character’s personality generally fits into overall theory 

_____/15 more thorough personality analysis using components (notice this is plural!) of theory 

Comments:  

 

 

3rd Theory Analysis    20 Points 

_____/5 description of theory and how person/character’s personality generally fits into overall theory 

_____/15 more thorough personality analysis using components (notice this is plural!) of theory 

Comments:  

 

 

4th Theory Analysis    20 Points 

_____/5 description of theory and how person/character’s personality generally fits into overall theory 

_____/15 more thorough personality analysis using components (notice this is plural!) of theory 

Comments:  

 

 

Conclusion    15 Points 

_____/5 summarizes key points 

_____/5 aids in integrating the 4 theories used in the presentation 

_____/5 brings everything full circle; keeps with the tone of the rest of the presentation 

 

Reference Slide   10 Points 

_____ /5 reference APA format 

_____ /5 reference APA format 

 

 

Additional Comments: 


